
The Dennis Severs House stands on Folgate Street, a cobbled lane a short distance from the hustle 

and bustle of Liverpool Street. The House is split across five floors and the visitor has access to ten 

very different rooms, some decorated in the Christmas style of the 19th century. Thirty U3A 

members were invited to explore the floors in their own time, and decide what each room offered 

them.  As we entered the House we were told that there are no explanatory notes in any of the 

rooms, and we were also given strict warnings about the candles, which are the main source of light, 

not taking photographs and not touching items. The House was originally bought by Isaac Jervis, a 

Huguenot silk master from the 18th century, and subsequently lived in by different weaving families 

before its creator Dennis Severs bought it in the 20th century and turned it into a working museum. 

Having adjusted to the poor light you are shown down to the basement, where The Cellar, 

completely dark, shows some fragments of St. Mary's Spital, hence the name Spitalfields. Next door, 

the Kitchen is full of china, of every shape and size, cooking implements (you are not sure what some 

of them do), a sizeable range for cooking and a small plate of mince pies, courtesy of the 21st 

century! 

You then navigate back up the dark stairwell, minding your head on the low roof to the ground floor 

and enter the Eating Parlour, showing a wonderful primitive brass clock, with its clink clank 

mechanism, amongst the many china items, paintings, writing materials and family photographs. 

There is an early sign that is Christmas, with decorations around the fireplace with its warming log 

fire. 

You are then invited to go upstairs, on the creaking wooden stairs and look through the original glass 

panes into the small courtyard to the rear, with its palm tree, a common feature in the Victorian era. 

Displayed in the entrance to the front drawing room  there is an amazing china plate brimming over 

with Turkish delight, again probably from the 21st century. The room is set out as for afternoon tea 

and offers a sense of harmony and orderliness.  As with some of the other rooms it is brimming with 

artefacts from the 18th century, including china, paintings, lace and furniture. 

In Room Five, known as the Smoking Room, there is chaos and it is based on the Hogarth, displayed 

above the fireplace. As with most of the rooms there is a log fire burning and light is offered through 

the fading winter light and candles. 

On the third floor there are two bedrooms, one of which belonged to Anne Jervis, with its huge four 

poster bed, family pictures and a small tea set and warming pot for your early morning tea. This 

room feels very personal with wigs, dresses and lace displayed from Mrs Jervis's wardrobe. Next 

door is a small bedroom in which can be seen some of the Jervis children's toys and Christmas 

decorations. 

The final floor before the attic is where The Lodgers lived as the silk industry started to decline. The 

two rooms have a feeling of gloom and despair and there is some indescribable food, although some 

Christmas paper chains made from newspaper lift the mood. 

And then finally you are directed back downstairs, glimpsing through the windows the modern 

building opposite and wondering if that will still be standing in 200 years time, to the Back Parlour, 

with memorabilia from Queen Victoria's reign and decorated in the style of the Victorian Christmas, 



with cards, paper chains, baubles and real candles on the tree! There are even two chocolate Father 

Christmases, which look very tempting! 

The House motto is "you either see it or you don't" and that perfectly reflects the visit into this 

fascinating gem that brings to life a family home from the 18th through to the 20th century. (Report 

by Judith Birch.) 


